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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE FOAMINESS 
OF SOME ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS 
by 
Jerrold L. Anderson, B. S . 
Fort Hays Kansas State College 
THE PROBLEM: The purpose of this investigation was 
to observe the foaming characteristics of some electrolytic 
solutions and to investigate some of the physical properties 
of the solutions, particularly noting any relations or trends 
indicated by the study which might contribute to a better 
underst anding of foam. 
METHOD AND PROCEDUrtE: A dynamic forun 1eter was used 
to study the foaming characteristics of solutions of the salts, 
NaCl, Na2co3
, CaC12 •2H2o, Fec13 .6H20, and Na3Po4.12H20. 
Concentration of the solutions studied ranged from 0.05 molar 
to saturated. A des cription of the dynamic foam meter and 
its operation is given. The surface tension, viscosity, and 
density of each solution were determined. The results of the 
determinations are g iven in tabular form in the paper. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS: Several trends are noted from a 
graphical treatment of the data. In general, the foaminess 
of a solution increases with increasing concentration. Also, 
2 
a definite order of foaminess is reported which suggests that 
the foaminess of the solutions increases with increasing charge 
on the ions. The increasing order of the foaming power or 






From the graphical treatment it is also observed that, of the 
variables viscosity, surface tension, density, and concentration, 
viscosity appears to be the most important contributor to the 
foaminess of a solution. This observed trend is substantiated 
by statistical correlation coefficients calculated from the 
data. However, viscosity alone does not explain the observed 
foaming properties of the solutions. 
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F oam has b e en studi ed f or many y ears by many pe ople 
because man eithe r prof ited from foam , was plagued by it, or 
was merely interested in it. The res ults of the se studies have 
been beneficial in many respects a s man has learned to utilize 
frothing properties and has also d eveloped meth ods of combating 
these sometimes unwanted prop erties in many instances. Yet, 
regardless of advances made by s t udents of foam, a comp l e te 
understanding of this property has eluded them . 
Bikerman (1) stated that pure liquids do not foam, but 
aqueous solutions do show frothing properti e s . Solutions 
containing surface active a g ents have been found to be the 
better foamers, and solutions with surface inactive solutes 
the p oorer foamers. The majority of the WG~k done has been 
with the better foaming solutions, partic ularly with aqueou s 
organic solutions . Very little work has been done with the 
solu tions of surf ace inactive a g ents or more specifically with 
electrolytic solutions. 
Basically, a f oam f orms when bubbles, produced by a 
variety of methods, rise to the surface of liquids and remain 
at the surface as layers of whole bubbles . In non- f oaming 
substances, the bubbles burst or coalesce when they reach the 
surface and a foam does not form. Hence , the ability of 
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solutions to form a f r oth must be some function of the 
properties of the solutions. The expl anation of foam forma -
tion, then, must be found in some force or combination of 
for ces within the solutions that prevents bubbles from bursting 
or coalescing at the surface . 
The purpose of this study was to observe the foaming 
characteristics of some electrolytic solu tion s and to inves -
tig ate some of the physical properties of the solutions, par-
ticu l a rly noting any relations or trends indicated by the study 
which might contribute to a better understanding of foam . 
Method of Investigation 
Solutions of sodium chloride, sodirun carbonate, calcium 
chl ori de , ferr i c chloride , and sodium phosphate (tribasic) of 
various concentrations from 0.5 molar to saturated were inves-
t i gated . A survey of t he li t erature indicated that many 
methods have been devised and used for producing and for 
studying foams , rang ing from shaking a solution in a test t ube 
to very comp l ex apparatus . The survey led to the choice of a 
pneumatic method and to the construction of a dynamic foam 
meter f or this study . The choi ce was made primarily because of 
the simpli c ity of the dynamic foam meter, its adaptability to 
the laboratory facilit i es available , and its apparent success 
a s report e d in the literature . The method basically c onsi s ts 
of bub b ling nitrog en g a s through a solution thus forming a foam 
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at the surface of the solution. The relative height of t he 
foam was measured as a function of the foaminess or fo aming 
power of the solution. The lifetime of the fo am was ob s erved 
as a function of the stability of the foam. 
Physico-chemical properties of the solutions measured 
in the study were surface tens ion , d ensity, and v isc osi ty . 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Ostwald and Steiner (14} reported in 1926, after 
studying foam , that it is unlikely that a cor relation can be 
found between the foaminess of a liquid and any of its chemical 
properties. A survey of the literature indicates that very 
few attempts have been made to do so. In fact, there is 
a deficiency of published work concerning the foaming of 
electrolytic solutions in g eneral. However, some work h a s 
been done, and this work will be revi ewed. 
C. W. F oulk (4) conducted an extensive stu dy of the 
foaming characteristics of boiler-water. The a u thor inv es -
tig ated the effect of sodium chloride, sodium s u lfate, sodium 
hydroxide, sodium carbonate, and sodium bicarbonate on the 
foaminess of the solutions. He measured foaminess by studying 
the height of foam produced by boiling the s olutions. F oulk 
also investigated the effect of sodium sal ts and solid matter 
tog ether on the foaming of the boiling solution . Concentrations 
of 25 parts per million to almost saturated were studied . 
Soluble substances other than the sodium salts were also studied. 
These substances included calcium chloride, hydrochloric acid, 
acetic acid, sugar, ethyl alcohol, potassium chloride, and 
acetone. Inasmuch as the results were only qualitative, no 
attempt was made by Foulk to g ive them in detail . The auth or 
simply summarized his results by stating that foam in boiler-
water may be the result of sodium salts and solid matter 
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present together in boiler-water. 
c. W. Foulk also generalized the empiri cal inf'ormation 
available about foams in 1929 in a paper in which he developed 
a general theory of foam (5). He stated that certain general 
facts about foam must be reconciled with each other by any 
proposed theory of foam. The general facts listed by the 
author were 
1. Pure liquids do not f oam. No one had recorded 
such at the time at least. 
2. Some impurity mus t be present in a liquid to 
make foam. Some substance must be molecularly 
or colloidally dispers ed in a liquid to cause 
foam . The nature of the added substance has 
little effect qualitatively. That is, all 
substances induce foaming . 
3. Qualitatively speaking , it does not matter whether 
the added substance is positively or negatively 
absorbed, i.e., if the solut e is more concentrated 
or less concentrated in the surface t han in the 
interior of the liquid. In both cas es foam can be 
produced. Since positive adsorb ti or lowers the 
surface tension, and negative adsorbt ion raises it , 
it is seen that no correlation exists between the 
surface tension and foaminess of a solution. 
Foulk, in an attempt to reconcile these puzzling facts, turned 
to the mechanics of film formation in the development of his 
g eneral theory which he named the balanced-layer theory . The 
theory describes a solution as a system in which th e solute 
is Bither more or less concentrated in the surface layer than 
in the interior of the l iquid . The system will resist a 
tendency to mix the surface layer and the rest of the solu tion. 
If, then, two surfaces of solution are made to approach each 
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other under the urge of some small mechanical force, a r esist-
ance will be set up when the two surfaces become v er y close 
together because pushing the sur fac es tog ether t ends t o mix 
them. If the mechanical force is not t o o g r eat , an equilibrium 
will be reached, i.e., the fo rc e pushing the two surfaces to -
g ether will be balanced b y the phys i co-chemical forces tending 
to maintain the two lay ers a t t he s urface . The net effect is 
the format ion of a thin film of liquid with two layers of un-
equal concentration on each side. Or , the f ilm is a three-
layer system in which the two outside l ayers have t he same 
concentration but different from that of the inside l ayer . 
If this latter view is taken , the mi ddle layer is seen to be 
merely the two interior layers of the former picture . 
Thus, Foulk's balanced-layer theory explains why p ure 
liquids do not f oam and also expla ins why the effect is the 
same regardless of the effect of the solut e on surface tension . 
F oulk and J. N. Mill e r published experimental evidence 
in support of Foulk's balanced-layer theory (7). The a uthors 
inves tigated both electrolytic and non-electrolytic solution s · 
using the dynamic foam meter designed by Hans ley (10) and the 
method of per cent film forma tion by the two bubble method . 
The dynamic foam meter was described a s a g lass column con-
taining a porous g las s septum. A solution was p laced i n the 
column above the septum, and g as was f or c ed through the 
septum and thereby produced a dynamic foam, the height of which 
l 
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was measured. F oulk and Miller's description of the dynamic 
foam meter was u sed for the c ons truction of a similar appa-
ratus for this investigation and is discussed on page 12. 
Among the electro l y tic solutions investigated were 
sodium carbonate, sodium chloride, and calcium chloride . The 
results of the dynamic foam meter determinations showed the 
maximum foam heights of one molar solutions of the three to 
be in the order Na 2co3 > NaC l )>- Cac12 • The foam height of 
the sodium chloride solution was also studied with respect to 
concentration (0.05 to 1 . 0 M.). The tabulated results i ndicate 
the height of the foam increased rap i d l y with increased con-
centration in t he more di l ute solutions and less rapidly with 
the more concentrated so l utions . The authors sugges ted that 
if a series of solu tion s were studied using the same volume 
and the same air press ure in each case with the dynamic i'oam 
meter, the foam stab i lity would be proporti c i al to the he i ght 
of foam produced. Also F oulk and Miller stated that t heir 
results suggest that the stability of films of salt solutions 
tends toward a constant value under a g iven set of condit ions. 
Talmud and Sukhovolska ja (15) strengthened this concept as 
they reported that b y measuring the number of seconds individual 
bubbles last on the surface, the f oam stability rapidly increased 
with the concentration of the surface- inactive electroiyte, and 
in most cases, but not all , q u ickly reached a constant value. 
The work by Foul k and Miller as it appears in the literature 
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was far f r om a thorough investigation, a lthough quite enlight -
ening . The work appears inconclusive ecause of the limited 
number of results giv en in the publication . The authors gave 
no indication of the reproducibility of their results. 
A paper concerning the observations of Foulk a nd J . W. 
Ryznar of the foaming properties of boiler- water was published 
in 1939 (8). The authors studied the effects of the concentr a -
tion of e l ec trolyt es in boiler- water by observing the height 
of foam produced on the b o iling solutions . Their observations 
were made with experimental boilers utilizing built-in sight -
g lasses to g ive a view of the int eriors of the boilers . Foul k 
and Ryznar summarized their observations by stating that in 
one boiler all salts studied showed a maximum in the height 
of foam produced on the boiling solutions a s the conc entration 
of the salts was increased . The solutions of sodium chloride 
and sodium carbona te showed marke d decreases of foam height a t 
higher concentrations . This f a lling off of the foam height 
was not so marked for ma gnesium chloride and c a lcium c hlori de 
solutions . In another experimental boiler , the i nv e st i gators 
reported that sodium sulfate a n d sodium carbonate solutions 
g ave no indication of a maximum a t the concentrations used . 
Sodium chloride solutions , however , showed a distinct maxi mum . 
The maximum c oncentrations studied by F oulk and Ryzna r we r e 
indic a ted by a g raphical treatment of sodium chloride data in 
which the foam height was plotted v ersus c oncentration . The 
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maximum concentration appeared to be about 15 x 104 ppm. 
T . H. Haz l ehurst and H. A. Neville sharply criticized 
the work of Foulk and Miller in a paper which a ppeared in 
1941 (11) . The authors completely discredited, among other 
things, Foulk and Mi ller's dynamic foam meter results . Hazle -
hurst and Neville indicated t hat a series of experiments were 
conducted using the dynamic foam meter and maintaining the 
pressure as constant as possible . '11he solu tions were arrang ed 
in the order of the i r foam heights . When the series was 
repeated at sev eral other cont rolled air pressures the solu-
tions fell in different orders . The authors concluded, 11 In 
g eneral, it a ppears that differences in foam heigh t s are 
attributab le less to differences in concentration of the salts 
than to the variables and to the inab i lity to obtain precise 
value s . 11 Hazlehurst and Neville mentioned the fact that Foulk 
and Miller neg lected to state the reproducibility of their 
experiments . Unfortunately, the authors apparently did not 
find their results of the foam meter worth recording in their 
paper . The authors also conducted exp er i ments u sing the two 
bubble method as did Foulk and Miller . Their results a gain 
did no t agr ee with Foul K and Miller 1 s, and consequently, this 
led to a criticism of Foulk's balanced-layer theory. 
Foulk (6) replied to Hazlehurst and Neville 1 s work in 
a paper in which he defended both his methods and his theory . 
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Concerning the foam heights produced by the dynamic foam 
meter, Foulk stated that the criticism of the foam meter 
may be the results of inexperience or perhaps to the lack 
of sympathy with the instrument by the investigators. F oulk 
mentioned that Susaki , Bi kerman , Wieninger, Lederer, and Ross 
and Clark had successfully used one or another form of the 
apparatus and had reported no trouble. 
In 1951, an_ abstract of a paper by M. Nakayaki indicated 
that the inv estigator was study ing foaminess of electrolytic 
and non-electrolytic solutions (12). The abstract indicated 
that Nakayaki developed a theory of the foaming ability of 
solutions. The abstract provided little more information 
than that the investigation wa s made. Neither the inves-
tigator's methods nor his results were g iven by the abstract. 
In a later paper by Nakayaki (13), the auth or developed 
a thermodynamic theory of foam formation and fo am stability 
using foam volume and foam life as criteria. He a pplied his 
theory t o experimental systems studied. These included 
aqueous solutions of alcohol, electrolytes, dyestuff, and 
g elatin. The foams studied were produced by a shaking method . 
The electrolytic solutions studied included sodium chloride, 
potassium chloride, sodium nitrate , ammonium nitrate, sodium 
sulfate, and sodium hydroxide. A graphical representation of 
concentration versus foam height for the solutions indicated 
that a maximum foam height was produced by sodium chloride 
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at a concentration of about one molar. The h e i ght t h en 
g radually d ecreased with inc r easing c oncentra tion to t he 
maximum con centra tion stud ied wh ich wa s a b ou t f ou r mo l a r. 
The systems a pparently s upported his t h e ory ; h owever , Bi k er-
man (2) criticized his work as not b e ing thermodynamically 
sound. 
The survey of the chemical and p hy sical litera t ure 
conducted showed that little work h a s been p ublish ed conc ern-
ing the foaming propertie s of electroly tic soluti ons. Th is 
observation evidently was also made b y Bike r ma n (1) as h e 
stated t ha t very little i nf ormation is available on fo aminess 
of aqu eous solu tions of inorg anic compounds. The survey a lso 
indicated that the st udies which h a v e b e en made a r e incomplete 
and inconclusive d ue to c on tradict ory experimental r e s ults. 
Also, it was observed that the complex ity of f oam has hamp ered 
both the development and the acceptance o f a g enera l t heor y of 
the p r op erty. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Apparatus and Chemicals 
A dynamic foam meter, pictured in Fi gure 1, was 
constructed. It consisted of a g lass column 3 cm. in 
diameter and 40 cm. in length. A porous glass filter was 
incorporat ed within the column 6 cm. from the lower extremity 
of the column. A foam was produced by placing a solution in 
the column and bubbling nitrog en gas through it. The height 
of the foam was measured with a sliding scale along the edge 
of the column. The gas was forced through the g lass filt er 
into the solution with pressure supplied by a commercial 
bottle of compressed nitrog en. The gas was metered through 
a needle valve system and was adjusted to proper pressure by 
using the cathetometer focused on the mercury column of the 
manometer. A stopcock valve in the gas circuit was used for 
rapid stopping of the gas flow enabling proper observation 
of the collapse of the foam. 
Other apparatus used in the investigation included an 
Ostwald viscosimeter, capillary rise apparatus, Westphal balance, 
constant temperature water-bath, and a stop watch . 
The chemicals used were the reagent gr ade s a lts, Na2co3, 
NaCl, CaCl2 •2H2o, FeC13•6H20, and technical grade Na3Po4. 12H2o. 
Maximum impurity content of the reagent grade salts was 0.15%. 
No assay information was available for the sodium phosphate 
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i ure 1. uynamic Foam ~eter 
reag ent. De-ionized water was used for all s ol utions and 
washings. 
Procedure 
Solutions. The electrolytic solut ions were prepared 
by accurately weighing out the desired samples to: 0. 05 g ram 
on a triple-beam balance, dissolving and diluting to the proper 
volume with de-ionized water in volumetric flasks . The sodium 
phosphate solutions were filtered using high grade, medium 
porosity f i lter paper. The c oncentrations of the solutions 
prepared and investigated rang ed from 0.05 molar to a saturated 
condition. The saturated solutions were also filtered . The 
solution being investigated was kept at thermal equilibrium 
during the determinations by placing the flask of s ol uti on in 
the constant-temperature water bath at 25 .oo:o . 02°c . 
Density . The densities of t h e soluti uns were determined 
with the Westphal balance utilizing Crockford and Nowell's 
procedure (3). The specific gravities of the solu tions were 
0 measured at 25.0 with the instrument. The densit i es were 
obtained by multiplying the s pec i fic gravitie s by the absolute 
density of water at 25.0°c. viz., 0.9991 g ./ml. The a ccuracy 
of the instrument was checked by determining the density of 
de-ionized water at 25.0°c. The magnitude of error was 
found to be less than one p art per thousand . 
Viscosity. The relative viscosity of the v arious 
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solutions was measured at 25.0°c with an Ostwald v i sc osimeter 
in a constant-temperature water bath according to the prescribed 
procedure of Steinbach and King (16). The measured re lative 
viscosity was converted to absolute viscosity by multiplying 
the value by o. 894 centipoise, the absolute viscosity of water 
at 25.o 0 c. The determinations wer e c onducted in duplicate . 
Experi mental error in this method is about 5 part s per 
thousand (18 ). 
Surface Tension. The surface tensions of the electrolytic 
solutions were de termined by the capillary rise method (3 ). The 
determinations were conducted in duplicate and at a constant 
tempera t ure of 25.0°c. Experiment a l error attributed to this 
method is of a magnitude of 1 0 parts per t housand . 
Foam He i ght . The foaming characteristics of the solutions 
were studied using the dynamic foam meter prev i ously described ~ 
A constant amount of agitation was desired f or each solution in 
order to provide foam data independent of the apparatus and 
dependent only upon the properties of the solution being 
investigated. This necessitated v ariat ions in the procedure 
fo r each solution because as the concentration of the solutions 
was increased , t he density of the solutions also increased . 
Hence , if a constant volume of solutions was used in each case , 
the hydrostatic pressure exerted a g ainst the g l ass fi lter 
increased as the concentration of the solution was increased . 







n o t provide the s ame a g itati on characteristics for each 
s olu tion. Thi s cou l d be corrected by varying either the 
heigh t or volume of the solu tion in t he column a ccordi ng to 
i trs densi t y or by varying the nitrog en g as p r essure and 
maint a i ning a constant heig ht of solution i n each case . It 
was f o und that the l atter method wa s the better meth od . 
The prope r g as pressure for constant ag itation for each 
solut ion was determi ned as follows . The density of a di l u te 
so l u t i on of c a l cium chl oride soluti on was measured , and then 
150 ml. of t he so l u t ion was p ipetted into the col umn . Nitrog en 
g as was then introduced , and the pressure was adjusted until a 
des irab l e amount of foam formed with a definite boundary 
exi s ting between the bubb le zone and foam zone , depicted in 
F i g ur e 2 . The ga s press ure producing these c haracter istics 
was measured to 0 . 01 cm . of mercury us i ng the athetometer , 
and the v a l ue was recorded . The density 01 a v e r y conc ent r a ted 
so l u t i on of the same solute was then dete rmined a nd r ecorded . 
The same amount , 15 0 ml . of t h is solution was placed wi t h in 
the co l umn . Nitrog en gas wa s a g ain introduced and the press ure 
adjusted unti l the same foaming co nditions , i.e ., a desirab l e 
amount of foam wi t h a distinct boundary separa ting the solution 
and the f oam, were obtained . The pressure consti tuting these 
condi tions wa s de t ermined and recorded . A g raph (See F i gure 3) 
was t hen prepared p l otting density v ersus g as pressure in cm . 
of mercu r y of the two sol utions . A str a i ght l ine was drawn 
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Fi ,ure 3. Arr:tation 'resst re., ...1ensit
0
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between the two poi nts thus g iving the proper gas pressure for 
a solution of any known density . Various solutions of different 
densities were subjected to this method , and it appeared that 
constant a g itation was bei ng s upplied . Hence , this method was 
adopted as standard procedure. 
The height of foam produced by a constant volume of 
soluti on under the conditions jus t described was observed as 
a measure of the foaminess of the solution being investigated . 
The foam he i ght was measured to the nearest millimeter with 
a sliding scale mounted on the column. Constant - temperature 
was maintained by keeping the solu tion at 25 .o0 c in the water 
bath prior to the foam measurements . Room temperature was 
not c ons i dered a factor during the actual determination as 
it remained a t 25±2°c . The foam height of two 150 ml. aliquots 
of each solution was studied. The foam was produced and 
measured five times for each aliquot . Them asurements were 
reproducible within 5 -10% when proper technique and patience 
were applied to the correct nitrogen gas pressure adjustment . 
The upper limit of 10% was reached by only the higher foaming 
solutions of s odium phosphate and ferric chloride. The 
column was cleaned prior to each deterr11ination by rinsing 
with dilute nitric acid, water, and finally distilled water , 
then allowed to dry. 
Foam Lifetime. After measuring the foarQ height as 
described ab ove, the incoming nitrogen gas was abruptly 
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stopped, and the time required for the collapse of the foam, 
i.e., the lifetime of the foam, was observed as a function of 
its stability. The lifetime was measured to the nearest 
tenth of a second with a stop watch which was started simul-
taneously with the shutting off of the gas and, stopped when 
the surface of the solution first appeared as the foam 
collapsed. The same number of determinations of the lifetime 
were made as were made in the foam height measurements. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The determinations previously discussed were conducted 
for calcium chloride , sodium chloride, ferric chloride, sodium 
carbonate, and sodium phosphate solutions. The results of the 
determinations are listed in Tables I through V, respectively. 
Several graphs were prepared from the compiled data . The data 
for the saturated solutions of all the salts were excluded from 
the graphs because of the erratic results of t he foam height 
and lifetime determinati ons. The saturated conditions of the 
ferric chloride, sodium chloride, and sodium phosphate solu-
tions produced maximum foam heights for each solution while 
the saturated conditions of sodium carbonate and calcium 
chloride produced no or very little foam. The erratic be-
havior of these conditions can only be stated in this paper. 
The collection of more data may possibly lead to an explana-
tion of these observations. 
Each of the variables, foam height, lifetime, surface 
tension, and viscosity, was plotted versus molarity for each 
electrolytic solution (Figures 4-23) to observe the behavior 
of the variables with respect to concentration. This series 
of graphs indicates that, in general, the foam height of the 
solutions increases wi t h increasing concentra tion although 
the curves for each solution may appear quite diff erent in 






CaC12 • 2H20 
Cone . Foam Ht . Lifetime Density y 7J 
(Molarity) (mm.) (Sec. ) (g./ml.) (dyne/cm.) (cp.) 
0.05 6 1.7 1.0025 72.0 0.91 
0.1.s 9 3 . 4 1.0125 72 . 8 0.94 
I 0.25 13 3.9 1.0199 73 . 0 0.97 
0.50 17 5 . 1 1.0399 74.0 1.02 I ,I 
0.75 23 7. 5 1.'0599 74.4 1 .10 : I 
I 
1.00 25 7 . 5 1.0828 75.o 1.20 I: t 
11 1 
1.50 26 7.0 1.1160 77 . 6 1.42 'I r Ii 
2 . 00 29 7. 1 1.1638 79.8 1.71 J•i 
3.00 30 7.9 1.2389 84 . 6 2 . 36 
4.00 39 10.2 1.3117 89.4 3.68 
.s .oo 51 11.5 1.3641+ 92 .6 5 . 72 
6.00 109 13.6 1.3863 94. 7 7.35 





Cone . Foam Ht . Lifetime Density r "l 
(Molarity) (mm. ) (Sec. ) ( g ./ml .) ( dyne/cm.) ( cp • ) 
0. 05 0 0 1.0005 72 . 04 0.90 
0. 15 6 2.2 1.0040 72 . 05 0. 91 
0. 25 7 2. 8 1.0068 72 . 1 0.92 I 
0. 50 8 3.J+ 1 . 0177 72. 4 0. 93 ! I 
0 . 75 10 3 . 8 1.0231 72 . 5 0. 94 : 'j, I: 
1.00 8 3.3 1.0372 73.1 0.95 ,1 ,[1 
1 . 50 6 2.8 1.0559 74 .0 
1:! 
1.01 " 
2 . 00 7 3. 8 1.0747 75.3 1.04 
3 . 00 10 5 . 0 1.1108 77. 2 1 .. 22 
4 . 00 13 5. j 1.1470 79 . 1 1.39 
4.75 21 7. 1 1.1738 80. 6 1.56 
5 . 00 30 7.5 1.1819 81 •. 7 1. 63 
Sat'd 45 10.4 1.1968 82.4 1 •. 74 
~ 5 .2 M 
TABLE III 
Cone. Foam Ht . Lifetime Density r 77 
(Mo larity) (mm.) (Sec .) (g ./ml .) (dyne/cm.) (cp.) 
0.05 6 2.7 1.0039 72.0 o. 92. 
0.15 10 3.5 1.0160 72.1 0.97 
0.25 18 6 .0 1.0291 72 . 5 1 .. 04 
0.39 22 8 . 5 1.0480 73 . 0 1.16 
0.50 29 11.2 1.0636 73 . 2 1.22 
0.7;> 55 15.4 1.0945 7~--4 1.43 
1.uu 65 17.2 1.1248 75.7 1.68 
2.00 111 51.6 1.2319 80. 0 3.40 
J.00 155 64.0 1.3561 82 .7 5 . 78 
3.46 235 107 .0 1.4126 81 ., 7• ;-•::- 7. 99 
4.70 385 175.0 1. 5406 78 . 5,,;; 16.86 
Sat 1 d 580-:~ 226.0 1. 5479 78. 2l~H~ 17. 64 
~ 4.9M 
~:- This was not the maximum height but was the height measured 
with a meter stick before the foam traveled over the top 
of the column. The upper foam boundar y was still climbing. 
• H~ These values for the surface tension are not valid. The 
solution was so dark at these concentrations that the 
meniscus could not be observed even with a strong light. 
Readings of the liquid height were ~0.3 cm., which 










Cone. Foam Ht. Lifetime Density r "I 
(Molarity) (mrn.) (Sec.) ( g ./ml.) (dyne/cm.) (cp.) 
o.o5 6 2.l!- 1.0020 72.01 0.92 
0. 15 9 3.3 1.0131 72.5 0.97 
0.25 10 3.9 1.0245 73.2 1.03 
o.5o 15 5-~- 1.0567 74.2 1.16 
0.75 30 7.1 1.0724 75.3 1.32 
1.00 35 10.6 1.0960 76 .6 1. 52 
1.50 40 11.8 1.1448 78 .o 1.95 
Sat'd 17~~ 6.0 1 •. 2960 84 . 0 4 . 79 
~2 M 
Only larg e bubb l e s formed wh en the solution was a gitated 
with the nitrogen g as . However , 'When the g as was stopped 
the larg e bubbles immediate l y d i spersed to f orm a 
measurable fo am. It was the heig ht of this foam occurring 












Cone. Foam Ht . Lifetime Densi t y r TJ 
(:Molarity) (mm.) (Sec.) {g ./ml.) (dyne/cm.) ( cp • ) 
0. 05 6 2.3 1. 0090 72 . 2 0 . 94 
0 . 15 8 3.1 1.0299 72 . 3 1. 0~-
0.25 17 6.0 1 . 0511 72.~- 1.15 
0.35 23 11 .. 7 1.0676 72 . 9 1.28 
I 
o • .so 34 14.~. 1 . 0999 73 . 6 1 . 55 r 
I 
Sat 1 d 63 25.3 1.1412 74 . J 2 . 02 I• \ 
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Figure 4~ F'oam Hei ght vs . Molarity 
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Figur e 13 . Lifetime vs . iolar·~y 
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Fi gure 23 . Surface Tension vs . ~1olari 
47 
curve and lifetime curve for each sol ton . This possibly 
indicates that the lifet me of the bubbles is a function of 
the foam height . 
No obvious relations .ip is observed bet -men the foam 
hei~ ht anc.. surface tension or viscosity from the cha1·acter-
ist cs of the curves of these graphs , other than that they all 
increase , in seneral , with increasin0 co 1centration . 
A plot of lifetime versus foam height for all of the 
solutions (i' i gnre 24) indicates that the lifetime of the foari 
is not a function of the foam height only because for ~oam 
heights above 20 mm . a separate curve is observed for each 
solution . The curves are q ite erratic and cannot be 
accurately interpreted becav~e of difficulties encountered 
when measuring the lifetime of the foam . These difficulties 
will be discussed later . 
A comparison of the foam hei[';ht with respect to 
molarity for all of the five solvtions was made (Ficure 25) . 
It is seen that the curves obta~ned for Na2co3 , Cac12 , and NaCl 
are siriilar except for a slight maximum in the daCl curie . lso, 
the ec13 and Na3Po~- curves are similar . It is also observed 
from this 0 raph that 1or a partictlar concentration an order 
of the foaminb power or foamint:, ability for the soh tions 
exists . The incre~sing orcler is i~aCl , CaC12 , Na2co3, FeC13' 
and Na3Po4• This order sug ests that the foamin0 power 
increases with the increasin£ charge of the ions . 
48 
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For another comparison, foam height was plotted 
versus normality (Figure 26) instead of molarity, and it is 
seen that the same order exists for a particular concentration, 
viz., increasing in the order NaCl, CaC12 , Na2co3, Fec13
, Na3Po4• 
Viscosity versus normality was plotted for all five 
solutions (Figure 27). ror a particular concentration it is 
observed that the curves illustrate an order of increasing 
viscosity which is NaCl , Cac12 , rec13, Na2co3 , Na3
Po4. This 
order is similar to the order of the foamins power, viz., 
NaCl, CaC12 , Na2 co3 , FeC13, N~3Po4• 
Surface tension was plotted versus normality and it is 
observed from Figure 28 that the increasing order is FeCl , 
3 
Na3Po4
, NaCl or Cac12 , and Na2co3• This observation appears 
not to be in a8reement with the foam height versus normality 
observations even if an inverse relationship might exist be-
tween the foaming power and the surface tension of a solution 
as it is seen from Figure 28 that the two outermost curves or 
the maximum and minimum curves are those of Fec13 and Na2co3, 
both of which were relatively good fo~mers. 
A graph of density versus normality was plotted (Figure 
29) and it is seen that for a particular concentration the 
order of increasing density for the solutions is NaCl , CaC12 , 
Fec13 , Na2co3
, Na3Po4, which again is very similar to the 
observed order of the foaming ability, NaCl, CaC12 , Na2co3, 
Fec13 , Na3Po4• 
90 
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55 
For additional observations, foam height was plotted 
versus surface tension (Figure 30) for the five solutions. 
This 0 ives curves very similar to those obtained by plotting 
foam height versus normality or molarity. The same similarity 
is observed from a plot of foam height versus density (I'igure 
31). However, viscosity plotted versus foam heisht (Figure 32) 
gives a group of intersecting curves of little similarity to 
the viscosity versus normality curves (Figure 27). Also, surface 
tension was plotted versus viscosity (Figure 33). It is seen 
that the series of curves fall in the order NaCl , Cac12 , Na2co3 , 
Fec13 , Na3Po4 which indicates that the increase of viscosity 
with surface tension is greater for the more strongly foaming 
solutions. Also the order is the same as was obtained from 
the plots of foam height versus molarity and normality. 
Because a direct relationship between the foam height 
and the viscosity, surface tension, molarity, normality, or 
density was not immediately obvious from the previous graphical 
treatment, a statistical approach was taken as a check against 
overlookins a relating factor. Using the method given by 
Gore (9), correlation coefficients were calculated between the 
foam height data and the data for surface tension, viscosity, 
molarity, and density. The calculations are tabulated in the 
appendix and the results of the calculations are listed in 
Table VI. The listed values in the table are the correlation 
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density (X2 ), molarity (X3 ), and the foam height of the 
five electrolytic solutions . 
TABLE VI 
CORRELATION COEF~ICIENTS 
Sol ution XO Xl x2 x3 
NaCl 0. 90 o . 87 o . 85 o. 86 
CaC 12 0.96 0, 85 0 . 81 o . 89 
FeClJ 0 . 98 0. 99 0. 97 0 . 95 
Na2co3 0. 94 0. 98 0. 96 0 . 97 
Na3Po4 1 . 00 0. 95 0. 99 0. 99 
60 
The correlation coefficient results indicate two trends : 
1. the highest correlation determined for all solutions exists 
between foam height and viscosity , and 2 . there is a high 
correlation, in general , between the foam height and all the 
other determined variables , i . e ., viscosity , surface tension, 
density , and molarity, for each solution . 
Both facts substantiate the observations made from the 
graphs but do not necessarily indicate the contributing factor(s) 
to the foam height, because it is highly probabl e that all the 
variables are not independent . 
SUMMARY 
From the results of this investigation, several comments 
can be made. It is stror1[;ly indicated that the foaminess or 
foaming ability of different solutions increases with increasing 
charge on the ions. Also, of the factors viscosity, density, 
surface tension, and molarity or normality, viscosity appears 
to be the most important as a contributor to foaminess. Surface 
tension, density, and concentration may very well be contributing 
factors but because of very probable interrelations of the three 
it is very difficult to determine which of the three or if all 
three factors are significant to the foaminess of a solution. 
The results of this investigation cannot be compared 
to previous results to any extent because of the lack of work 
published on this topic, and also because the work which has 
been done concerns, in general, q1Jite dilute solutions. However, 
one comparison can be made with Foulk and Miller's (7) results. 
They reported that for one molar solutions of sodium chloride, 
sodium carbonate, and calcium chloride the order of increasing 
foam height was calcium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium 
carbonate. These results were obtained by the investicators 
usin0 the dynamic foam meter and by maintaining a constant gas 
pressure with a constant volume of solution. The results of 
this investigation of the same solutions at the srune concentrations 
62 
show the increasing order to be sodium chloride, calcium 
chloride, sodium. carbonate . These results were obtained 
with the dynaraic foam meter but with varied eas pressure 
and constant volume of solution accordins to the method 
previorsl., describ8d. Because the i aximum concentrations 
st11died by .=-'oulk and riller aLpear to be about one molar , it 
is elieved that the constant gas press11re to w~ic they 
adjusted was not provldi. the consta t agitation or eac~ 
dolut · on w11ich they desi_red . If the authors had investigated 
solutions o:' hi,hcr concentration, the wc,1.1.ld _pro)ably have 
observed that the amount of asitation provided by a constant 
p:i:•essure for a constant volll.!'10 o.f solution was dependent upon 
the dens:.ty of the solution , as was observed in this investiga-
tion . ecause the heicht of foam producec is particularly 
sensitive to the as pressure being applied, it is qnite reason-
able to believe that Foulk and 1'1iller I s resul ~s are erroneous. 
Many suggestions can be made for further study of this 
problem. 1ith respect to the indicated relationship between 
ionic charse and foaminess , concentrations expressed as molality 
would enable accurate calculations of ionic strength of the 
solutions to be made which mir;ht be quite revealing . Also 
a collection of more data of properly chosen salts would sub-
stantiate the validity of the indicated trend . For instance, 
ferrous chloride should exhibit less foan1iness when subjected 
to the same conditions than did ferric chloride . Likewise , 
63 
sodium pyrophosphate (Na4P2 o7) should be a stronger foamer 
than tribasi c sodium phosphate (Na3PoL~). Different solutions 
of the same ionic uharacter as were studied in this investig a -
tion should be studied to determine whether, for instance, other 
mono-monovalent salts g ive the same t ype curves as does sodium 
chloride. An investigation of the fo~miness of salt solu tions 
with respect to ionic size or atomic radii mi ght be beneficial. 
That is, s a lts composed of a common an ion and cations of the 
same chemical group or family such as the chlorides of lithium, 
sodium, and potassium could be investigated. 
In order to express the f oaminess of an electroly tic 
solution explicitly as a function of a property of the solution, 
it appears from this investigation that more information is 
needed to determine more exactly what properties of a s o l ution 
are functions of what other properties of the solution. This 
can be done by the collection of more data and possibly by a 
factoral anal ysis of the data compiled by this study . 
A chang e in procedure should be made for any further 
measurements of the lifetime of the foam . The me thod used in 
this investigation, as described previously, consisted of 
measuring the time elapsed from the stopping of the a g itation 
until the first appearance of the surf ace of the solution as 
the bubbles burs t. It is believed this method led to the 
erratic results illus trated by the plot of lifetime versus 
foam height (Figure 24). It is observed that, in g eneral, 
64 
the foam collapse occurred similarly for all solutions until 
the bursting of the bubbles had proceeded to a monolayer of 
bubb les remaining on the liquid surface . For some solutions 
it was noted that this monolay er remained over the surface 
much long er than for other solutions. It is believed that a 
better comparative determination would be made if the timing 
of the forun collapse was terminated with the app earance of 
this monolayer of bubble s rather than waiting for the 
a ppearance of the liqu id surf ace. 
One of the significant resu lts of this investig ation, 
other than the indicated trends discussed, is the further 
development of the dynamic foam meter to provide constant 
a g itation for all solutions. One of the prime hampering 
factors f or many investigators of foam has b e en the inability 
to produce a measurab le foam i nd epend ent of the apparatus used. 
It is believed that the method devised and used in this 
investigation approaches more closely the desired conditions 
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APPENDIX 
CORRELATION COEFFI CI ENTS 
The following tables contain the calculations of 
the correlation coefficie nts (r) between foam height (Y) 
and the following variables: viscosity (X0 ), surface ten-
sion (X1 ), density (X2 ), and molarity (X ). The calculations 3 






CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION 
X y X0Y 
X 2 y2 0 0 
0. 91 6 5 . 46 0 . 83 36 
0. 94 9 7 . 92 o . 88 81 
0. 97 13 12 . 61 0. 94 169 
1 . 02 17 17 . 34 1.04 289 
1. 10 23 25 . 30 1. 21 529 
1. 20 25 30 . 00 1 . 44 625 
1.42 26 36 . 92 2 . 02 676 
1.71 29 49 . 59 2 . 92 8L~l 
2 . 36 30 70 . 80 5.57 900 
3 .68 39 143 . 52 13.54 1521 
5 . 72 51 291. 72 32.72 2601 
7. 35 109 801 . 15 54 ; 02 11881 
----
28 . 38 377 1492 . 33 117 . 13 20149 
l X I Y ~x Y EX 2 .E. y2 
0 0 0 
r = 1 492 . 33 - (28 . 38) (377)/12 
= 0. 96 
70 
TABLE VIII 
SODIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION 




0 . 90 0 0 0. 81 0 
0.91 6 5.46 0 . 83 36 
0.92 7 6. 4-4 o . 85 49 
0 . 93 8 7 . 44 o.86 64 
0 . 94 10 9 . 40 o.88 100 
0 . 95 8 7 . 60 0 . 90 64 
1 . 01 6 6 . 06 1 . 02 36 
1.04 7 7 . 28 1.08 49 
1.22 10 12 . 20 1 . 49 100 
1.39 13 18 . 07 1.93 i69 
1.56 21 32 . 76 2.43 41-~l 
1. 63 30 48 . 90 2 . 66 900 
13 . 40 126 161.61 15 . 74 2008 
I X0 




r= 161.61 - (13.40)(126)/12 










3 . Li.0 
.5 . 78 
7.99 

















FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION 
X y 
0 
.5 • .52 
9. 70 
18 . 72 
2.5 • .52 
3.5.38 
78.6.5 
109 . 20 
377 . 40 
895 . 90 










2 . 04 
2. 82 
11.56 
33 . L~l 
63 . 84 
284 . 26 
403 . 64 
~ X- 2 
0 













[403 . 64 - (42.4.5)2 /11] [248,831 - (1091/ /11] 




0 . 97 
1.03 
1 . 16 
1.32 
1 . 52 
1.95 
8 . 87 
TABLE X 












8 . 73 
10 . 30 
17 . 40 
39 . 60 
53 . 20 
78.00 
212 . 75 




O. % . 
1 . 06 
1. 35 
1 . 74 
2 . 31 
3. 80 
r = 212 . 75 - (8.87) (145)/7 













1 . 04 
1. 15 
1 . 28 
1. 55 
5 . 96 
r = 











SODIUM PHOSPHATE SOLUTION 
X
0
Y X 2 y2 
0 
5 . 64 o. 88 36 
8 . 32 1.08 64 
19 . 55 1.32 289 
29 .44 1.64 529 
52 . 70 2 . i+O 1156 
115 . 65 
115 . 65 - (5 . 96 ) (88)/5 
74 
TABLE XII 
CALCIUM CH LORID E SOLlPrI ON 
Xl y X1Y 
X 2 y2 
1 
72 . 0 6 ~-32 . 0 5184. 0 36 
72 .,8 9 655 . 2 5299 . 8 81 
73. 0 13 949 . 0 5329 . 0 169 
74. 0 17 12s8 . o 5476 . o 289 
74 . 4 23 1711 . 2 5535 . 4 529 
75 . o 25 1875 . o 5625 . o 625 
77 . 6 26 2017 . 6 6021. 7 676 
79 . 8 29 2314 . 2 6368 . o 841 
84 . 6 JO 2538 . 0 7157 . 2 900 
89 . L~ 39 3486 . 6 7992 . 4 1521 
92 . 6 51 4722. 6 8574 . 8 2601 
94 . 7 109 10322 . 3 8968 . 1 11881 
959 . 9 377 322tn . 7 77531 . 4 20149 
2 J:Y2 i x 1 I Y l X Y %Xl 1 
r = 32,281.7 - (959 . 9)(377)/12 v [77, 531 . 4 - (9~9 . 9 )2/ 1~ ~ o, 149 - (377 )2 /1aj 
= o. 85 
TABLE XIV 
FERRIC CHLORIDE SOLUTION 
Xl y X1Y 
X 2 y2 
1 
72 . 0 6 432 . 0 5184 . 0 36 
72 .1 10 721 . 0 5198 . 4 100 
72 . 5 18 1305 . 0 5256 . 2 324 
73 . 0 22 1606 . 0 5329 . 0 484 
73 . 2 29 2122 . 8 5358 . 2 841 
74 . L~ 55 4092 . 0 5535 .4 3025 
75 . 7 65 4920.5 5730 .5 4225 
80 . 0 111 8880 .0 6400 . 0 12321 
82 . 7 155 12818 .5 6839.3 24025 
- -
675 . 6 471 36897 . 8 50831. 0 45381 
~Xl i.y £ X1Y ~Xl 
2 ~y2 
r= 36,897 . 8 - (675 . 6)(471)/9 
,t/~ 0 , 831. 0 - (675. 6)/~ [45, 381 - (471)/~ 




SODIUM CARBONATE SOLUTION 




. 72 . 0 6 432 . 0 5184 . 0 36 
72 . 5 9 6 52 . 5 5256 . 3 81 
73 . 2 10 732 . 0 5358 . 2 100 
74 . 2 15 1113 . 0 5505 . 6 225 
75 . 3 30 2259 . 0 5670 . 1 900 
76 . 6 35 2681 . 0 5867 . 6 1225 
78 . o 40 3120 . 0 6084 . 0 1600 
521. 8 1L~5 10989 . 5 3BEJ25 . 8 4167 




r = 10 989.5 - (521 . 8)(1 5 )/7 
~ ~ 8,925 . s - (521 . e) 21~ E1-,167 - (145) 211] 
= 0 . 98 
78 
TABLE XVI 





72 . 2 6 433 . 2 5212 . 8 36 
72 . 3 8 578 .h 5227 . 3 6L~ 
72 . 4 17 1230 . 8 5241 . 8 289 
72 . 9 23 1676 . 7 53~- -5 529 
73 . 6 3~- 2502 .4 5416 . 9 1156 
3€53 .L,. 88 6421.5 26413 . 3 2074 
z x1 EY EX1Y ~x 2 1 EY
2 
6L~21.5 - (363 .4) (88 )/5 
r = 
~ 6, L1.13.3 - (363 . 4_}2;~ ~ 074 - (88 //~ 
= 0. 95 
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TABLE XVII 
CALCIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION 
x2 y X2Y x2 y 
1 . 0025 6 6 . 0150 1. 0050 36 
1 . 0125 9 9 . 1125 1 . 0252 81 
1 . 0199 13 13 . 2587 1 . 0402 169 
1 . 0399 17 17.6783 1.0814 289 
1 . 0599 23 24.3777 1.1234 529 
1 . 0828 25 27 . 0700 1.1725 625 
1 .. 1160 26 29 . 0160 1.2455 676 
1 . 1638 29 33 . 7502 1. 3544 841 
1.2389 30 37 . 1670 1.5349 900 
1 . 3117 39 51 . 1563 1 . 7206 1521 
1. 3644 51 69 . 5844 1 . 8616 2601 
1.3863 109 151 . 1067 1.9218 11881 
13 . 7986 377 469 . 2928 16 . 0865 20149 
I X2 l.Y 1.X2Y 
1. X 2 
2 
1..Y2 
469 . 2928 - (13 . 7986)(377)/12 
r = 
= 0 . 81 
x2 
1 . 0005 
1. 0040 
1 . 0068 
1.0177 
1 . 0231 
1.0372 
1 . 0559 
1 .. 0747 


























8 . 1416 
10 . 2310 
8.2976 
6 . 3354 
7. 5229 
11.1080 
lL~ . 9110 
24 . 6498 
35 . 4570 
X 2 
2 
1 . 0010 






1 . 1550 
1.2339 
1 . 3156 
1 . 3778 
1 . 3969 
13 . 7749 
%X 2 
2 
















11~ 3 -7749 _ (12 . 8334) 2/12] [2,008 _ (126) 2/12] 






1 . 0291 
1. 0480 
1 . 0636 
1 . 0945 
1 . 1248 
1.2319 
1.3561 
1 . 4126 















FERRIC CHLORID SOLUT I ON 
6 . 0234 
10 . 1600 
18 . 5238 
23 . 0560 
30 . 8444 
60 . 1975 
73 . 1120 
136 . 7409 
210 . 1955 
331.9610 
593 . 1310 















2 . 3734 














1/[15 . 5171 - (12 . 921) 2/1~ [ 248 . 831 - (1091) 2/1~ 
= 0. 97 
TABLE XX 
SODIUM C BONATE SOLu""TI ON 
2 
X y Xil X 2 2 
l.,0020 6 6. 0120 1. 0040 
1 .. 0131 9 9. 1179 1 . 0264 
1 . 0235 10 10 ., 2450 1.,0496 
1. 0567 15 15 . 8505 1.1166 
l.072~. JO 32 . 1720 1 . 1500 
1 . 0960 35 38.3600 1.2012 
1 . J.448 40 45 . 7920 1 . 3106 
7 . L~095 145 157 . 5494 7. 8584 
z x2 l Y 1X2Y ~x2 
2 
r = 157 . 5494 - (7 . 4095)(145)/7 
fl [7 . 8584 - (7 .4095) 2/7] [4 , 167 - (145) 2/7] 














SODIUM PHOSPHAT.te SOLUTION 
x2 y X2Y X2 
y2 
1 . 0090 6 6 . 0631 1.0181 36 
1 . 0299 8 8.2392 1 . 0607 6/~_ 
1. 0511 17 17 . 8687 1 . 1048 289 
1.0676 23 2L~ . 5548 1.1398 529 
1 . 0999 34 37 . 3966 1.2098 1156 
5 . 2;;75 88 94 . 1224 5 . 5332 207~-




r = 94 .122~ - (5 . 2575) (88 )i_5 
1" ~ . 5332 - (5 . 2575) 2/51 [2 ,074 - ( 88) 2 /5] 
= 0.99 
TABL2 XXII 
CALCIU1~ CHLORIDE SOLUTI )N 
X3 y XJY X 2 3 
y2 
0 . 05 6 0.30 0.0025 36 
0 . 15 9 l.°35 0.0225 81 
0 . 25 13 J.25 0.0625 169 
0.50 17 8 . 50 G. 2500 289 
0.75 23 17 . 25 o.5625 529 
1. 00 25 25 . 00 1.0000 625 
1 . so 26 39 . 00 2 . 2.soo 676 
2 . 00 29 58 . oo 4 . 0000 8L~l 
3 . 00 JO 90 . 00 9. 0000 900 
~- -00 39 156 . 00 16 . 0000 1521 
5 .oo 51 255 . 00 25.0000 2601 
6.oo 109 654 . 00 36 . 0000 11881 
24 . 20 377 1307 . 65 94 . 1500 20149 
~x EY I.X y i: x 2 !'..Y2 
3 3 3 
r = 1,307 . 65 - (24.20)(377)/12 
'V [94 . 1500 - (24 . 20) 2/12] [20 . 149 - (377) 2/12] 




SODIUM CH LORI DE SOLTTTI 
X y XY X 2 y 
3 3 3 
0 . 05 0 0 0 . 0025 0 
0 . 15 6 0 . 90 0 . 0225 36 
0 . 25 7 1 . 75 0 . 0625 ~-9 
0 . 50 8 4 . 00 0 . 2500 64 
0 . 75 10 7 . 50 o . 5625 100 
1.00 8 8 . oo 1 . 0000 6L~ 
1. 50 6 9 . 00 2 . 2500 36 
2 . 00 7 14 . 00 4 . 0000 49 
3 . 00 10 30 . 00 9 , 0000 100 
4 . 00 13 52 . 00 16 , 0000 169 
L~ . 75 21 99 . 75 22 . 5625 4L~1 
5 . 00 30 150 .. 00 25 . 0000 900 
----
22 . 95 126 376 . 90 80 . 7125 2008 




r = 376 . 90 (22 . 95) (126)[12 
,V[8o . 7125 - (22 . 95) 2/ 12] [2 . 008 - (126) 2/12] 
= o . 86 
86 
TABLE XX IV 
FERRIC CHLORI DE SOLUTIO{ 
x3 y x3y 
2 y2 X3 
0 . 05 6 0. 30 0 .,0025 36 
0 . 15 10 1. 50 0 . 0225 ~00 
0 . 25 18 L~ . 50 0.0625 324 
o . 5o 29 lL~ . 50 0.2500 841 
0 . 39 22 8 . 58 0.1521 484 
0 . 75 55 41 . 25 o. 5625 3025 
1. 00 65 65 . oo 1 . 0000 4225 
2.00 111 222 . 00 L~ . 0000 12321 
3 . 00 115 345 . oo 9 . 0000 13255 
3 . 46 235 813 .10 11.9716 55225 
4 .70 385 1809 . 50 22 . 0900 148225 
16 . 25 1051 3325 . 23 491 . 1370 238031 
~ X3 ~y EX Y EX 2 ~y2 3 3 
r = 3 325 . 23 - (16. 25) (1 051) 11 
[491.1370 - (16.25) 2/11] [238 , 030 - ( 1051) 2 /11] 
= 0. 95 
87 
TABLE XX.V 
SODIUM CARBONATE SOLUTION 
X y x
3
Y X 2 y2 
3 3 
0 . 05 6 0.30 0 . 0025 36 
0 .15 9 J..35 0.0225 81 
0 . 25 10 2.50 0 . 0625 100 
0 . 50 15 7.50 0.2500 225 
0 . 75 30 22 . 50 o . 5625 900 
1.00 35 35 . 00 1 . 0000 1225 
1.50 40 60 . 00 2.2500 1600 
4 . 20 145 129 . 15 4 . 1500 4167 
~ x 
3 
~ y 2: XJY ~ x3 2 ~y2 
r = 129.15 - (4 . 20)(145)/7 
1/[4.15 - (4 . 20) 2/7] [4,167 - (145) 2/7] 
= 0 . 97 
88 
TABLE XJ\.'VI 
SODIUM PHOSPHATE SOLUTI ON 
x3 y x3Y 
X 2 y2 
3 
0 . 05 6 0 . 30 0 . 0025 36 
0 . 15 8 1.20 0. 0225 64 
0 . 25 17 4 . 25 0. 0625 289 
0 . 35 23 8 . 05 0. 1225 529 
0 . 50 34 17 . 00 0 . 2500 1156 
1 . 30 88 30 . 80 0 . lt600 207~-
1-X 2 2 ~x ~y 'E- X3Y E Y 3 3 
r = 30 . 80 - (1 . 30) (88)/5 
1/[-4600 - (1 . 30) 2/5] [ 2 , 074 - (88) 2/5] 
= 0. 99 
